
Connect in Seconds
Zepl’s integration simplifies and streamlines the  
access and analysis of all your cloud data. This includes 
structured, semi-structured, and unstructured data.

Born in the Cloud
BBoth platforms were born in the cloud and leverage the    
elastic, secure and scalable nature of virtual and cloud         
environments.

Rapid Time to Value
Accelerate the ROI of your data lake, machine learning and artificial   
intelligence investments through rapid deployment. Quickly analyze, 
visualize and democratize insights derived across petabytes of data. 

Security in the Cloud
LLeverage the robust security inherent in the cloud. All your data is     
encrypted between Zepl and Snowflake. Use role-based security      
and fine-grained access controls down to the notebook level.

In just minutes, Zepl enables you and your teams to start exploring, analyzing and collaborating 
around your Snowflake cloud data warehouse. The combination of Zepl and Snowflake 
accelerates model-driven insights that are critical to strategic decision making. 

Zepl and Snowflake 

Why Zepl + Snowflake ?
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Data Science as a Service for your Cloud Warehouse
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About Zepl
Zepl’s data science as a service helps model-driven 
companies transform their data lakes into seas of 
innovation. Created by the team that brought you
Apache Zeppelin – with more than 500,000 downloads 
– the Zepl platform is used by data science teams for 
adadvanced data exploration, collaboration, and visual 
storytelling.
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About  Snowflake Inc.
Snowflake is the only data warehouse built for the cloud,enabling the 
data-driven enterprise with instant elasticity, secure data sharing and 
per-second pricing, across multiple clouds. Snowflake combines the 
power of data warehousing, the flexibility of big data platforms and the
elasticity of the cloud at a fraction of the cost of traditional solutions. 
SSnowflake: Your data, no limits. 

What can you do with 
Zepl and Snowflake ?
Multilingual Data Exploration
Bring data science to your data lake by        
integrating Snowflake with Zepl

Code seamlessly in multiple languages    
and libraries in the same notebook

ExExtensive language support for Python, 
Scala, R, Spark and SQL

Build, tune, and deploy machine learning 
models without extensive data engineering 
and libraries all in the same notebook

Team Collaboration
Centrally store and organize your          
enterprise critical ML and AI assets

Access notebooks anywhere, anytime,  
in the format your business needs

SecuSecurely share your work with Zepl’s 
fine-grained access controls

Safeguard your credentials with Zepl’s 
credential encryption keychain

Commenting gives everyone a voice as 
teams work through problems 
together

Visual Storytelling
Captivate audiences with impactful 
visual analytics

Visualize your SQL query, Spark
DataFrame, or Pandas DataFrame 
with a single click

BBuild advanced visualizations using 
popular Python and Javascript 
libraries such as D3, Matplotlib, Plotly, 
Highcharts and more

Create bespoke interactive 
dashboards

Start Your Free 
Trial Today!
     WWW.ZEPL.COM
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